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Exercise is still THE most effective way to lose weight and to maintain a healthy figure. If you feel

too tired to exercise or just don't have the motivation, let this CD work for you. After listening just a

few times, you will find your motivation to exercise increase and your desire to get healthy and fit

become a part of your daily life. Your need to exercise becomes a powerful drive and time for

exercise suddenly becomes easier to fit into your life. If you want to get into shape and perhaps

shed a few pounds in the meantime, this CD is for YOU. Listen while studying, resting, sleeping,

working, surfing online or even exercising. Meanwhile, your subconscious mind will soak in the

powerful subliminal suggestions that will begin transforming your body into a more healthy YOU!

This subliminal CD was produced and created using the most sophisticated digital recording and

processing available today. The background provides ocean waves and beautiful synthesizer music

to enhance your relaxation. You hear no audible words or voices (but they are there). Play this

recording over and over again while you sleep, relax or prepare for sleep. Your subconscious mind

directs your body's daily functions and focus. Use that power to motivate your body through these

subliminal affirmations. This enhanced CD triggers your mind through psychoacoustics and

subliminal motivation. With this stimulus, you'll find your routine and energy levels begin to change.

It's important to understand that EVERY change in your body BEGINS with your mind. To lose

weight, to diet, to eat less junk food, etc... ALL take a conscious effort on your part. We help you by

cutting out the need for willpower. We create neuromotor pathways that change your cycles of

procrastination and lack of motivation. These new neuromotor pathways are the natural occurrence

that begins with every new change in your life. Allow this powerful audio CD to work for you NOW!
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I have a lot of faith in these CDs. They WORK. I'm living proof when they helped me stop smoking

within a few days. But the best results I have ever seen what when I purchased the Stop Buying for

a friend. My friend and I've been hanging out with for over 30 years. We met at a yard sale and

since then we have been to every Thrift Shop, Resale and Consignment shop within our reach. I

love bargains as well as the next person but I only purchase things I need or will use. My friend

however could not leave any place without making a purchase. When she ran out of room to store

her "stuff" she would donate it to a worthy cause and continue buying. When I found this CD I

bought it for her. Although she is opened minded and would have listened to it I chose to blackout

what it was for. I gave it to her on Wednesday and called her Friday asking her to go to an Estate

Sale with me and she said, "no" and added that she needed to get rid of much of the items she has.

In fact she is planning to have a sale of her own. This was two weeks ago and she accompanied me

to a resale shop yesterday and did NOT buy a single item. So I had to write this review as proof

these CDs work. She knows what the CD is now and said she plans to continue listening to it and is

interested in buying more for other reasons. Thank you for a great product.

There's no audible speech or transcript.You cannot rip it to your hard drive, so you must use the CD

every time.
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